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Anu Mehta
 
20 May 1992
India
Occupation	Receptionist+Human Resources
Height	5 ft2 inchies
 
I am anu Mehta&quot; , Basically I am from Paisa Dehra Gopipur. I belongs to
Kangra District. I am belongs to a family where discipline does matter. My father
is in IPH Department and my mother is housewife. I have one brother and 2
sister.
My qualification
 
I have completed Bachelor of Arts. I have done +2 from GSS School Paisa
located at Paisa and I have done schooling from GSS School Paisa which is near
at my hometown.
 
Career
 
I have just started my career and working in an Timex company, I like my job
but everyday seems like a battle/war to me & Now I feel normal. ]].
 
I am a good listener as well as good learner. I can hard work to achieve my
targets in time. I am self-confident, positive attitude and patience.
My hobbies
 
including to help my mother & My Gugaa/Mugaa in there some time work and
listening music.
 
My short term goal is to join your organization and enhance my skills. My long
term goal is to see your organization at peak level where I am one of the person
responsible for it.
About My achievements
I have chooses vice president of my life in my lifetime because I have my cute
life my daffer.
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Maa Miss You A Lot
 
Maa miss you a lot.
Whenever I was nervous before, mother used to embrace me.
Now whenever I am worried, I will spend a lot of weeping sitting alone in a
corner,
Why mother does not talk about your mind with you.
Mother feels a lot about hugging you. I want to keep my head on your lap.
Mom remembers that moment when you succeed in hugging me while you are
successful.
It is very reminiscent, Mom teach your new things by becoming your teacher,
giving your unique knowledge.
Mother remembers a lot, make friends, make fun of laughter, joining with my
craze & with my happiness.
Mother Misses a lot, understand my silence And you asked me what happened to
you?
Mother remembers a lot, sometimes with anger, chanting quietly, then shuffle
your affection on the head.
Mother I have become very lonely in the crowd of this world, you again call me
back in your world.
Give me that love of affection for me.
 
Anu Mehta
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Shiva Temples In Village Kaseti
 
Shiva is a Hindu deity worshipped by Shaivaites in India as the destroyer of
ignorance spread all across the universe. As one of the three main gods in the
Hindu pantheon, there are temples dedicated to his worship in India (and
abroad) .
 
This Shiv Temple is known as Baba Dhundeshwar Mahadev. It is said that any
kind of obstruction in life, the obstacles of Mahadev's Darshan are removed.
Gods of Gods-Mahadev also take away the period with the sufferings of their
devotees and give a boon to salvation.
This temple is believed to be that every devotee who comes from a true heart,
his every wish is fulfilled. Whether it is obstruction of the planetary or some
other, in the temple of Goddess Mahadev, all the troubles are solved by the
recitation of the Siva-Lakh's death-like mantra, and if any devotee is constantly
presenting on Monday 16th and this form of trilochana bears flowers If milk and
water are offered, then the troubles of his life are resolved in a moment.
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???? ?????? ?????
 
Neha Mam You are so cute… Your talk is different, your voice is magic, you are
so good that I have No words……
 
Anu Mehta
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